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Almunif Pipes Group Established in 1987 in Riyadh- Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and has grown 
into one of the front runners in the pipe industry in Saudi Arabia and Middle East. An estab-
lished leader in this industry, it has played a key role in the country’s progress and devel-
opment, and has continually contributed in the growth of the water pipeline of the region 
-- the very life blood of the nation. Taking a broad approach, we execute several entangle-
ments in Saudi Arabia, all reflect the 31 years of success and experience in production of 
all kinds of pipes and fittings (PVC, CPVC, PPR, GRP, HDPE, Rubbers Rings and Compound).
.

With population growth and rapid industrial development, demand for water has in-
creased and will continue to increase in the years ahead. To address this need, Almunif 
Pipes has invested on new pipe technologies and machineries to boost its production ca-
pability. With these innovations, MMP has kept up to date with the latest advancement 
in the field of international pipe manufacturing. The company proudly manages its own 
PVC plants, PE & PP plants, and GRP plants with state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities. 
Rubber gaskets and elastomeric seals for its pipes and fittings are now wholly produced 
by its own Rubber Factory. GRP composite pipes are manufactured in its current plants 
with sizes from DN300 mm to DN3000 mm. Using the latest technology in continuous-fil-
ament winding (CFW) process at remarkable production speeds, it is projected to deliver a 
35-tonne per year production output.

Almunif Pipes Group continues to innovate and expand its manufacturing repertoire. It is 
currently developing a plastic food packaging factory that is is expected to be fully opera-
tional in mid-2017. Its GRP plant along with the other plants (uPVC, PE & PP) will be moved 
to its new home in Sudair Industrial Estate, where it will be able to double its current pro-
duction capacity.

With this continuing modernization and improvement, Almunif Pipes remains to be in a 
prime position to provide its customers with cost-effective and high-quality GRP products.

We believe in dealing with our customer with respect and faith. We grow through creativ-
ity, invention and innovation. We integrate honesty, integrity and business ethics into all 
aspects of our business functioning. Spread all over 11,000 sq.m, with a total investment 
of SAR 100,000,000 ( for GRP Plant only) and more than 100 employee consisting of com-
prised team of seasoned individuals with the breadth and depth and experience, knowl-
edge, and tools to help our clients with any issue or challenge.

The GRP pipes and fittings that we produce are commonly used in gravity sewers, pres-
sure/force mains sewer, potable water lines, hydro-electric plants, industrial pipelines, 
and water and sewer treatment plants.

COMPANY PROFILE
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GRP STRUCTURAL MANHOLES & CHAMBERS
BENEFITS & FEATURES

GRP Manholes and chambers
Almunif Pipes GRP Manholes and Chambers are made from Almunif GRP Pipes and fabricated and assembled to 

suit a specific project needs. Its design and manufactured is based on the same technology used in GRP Pipes. It 

is therefore guaranteed that each Almunif Pipes Manholes and Chambers are completely sealed, does not cor-

rode, very durable, and can be easily and safely serviced and maintained. Like the GRP pipes, they are monolithic

material and has a definite composition and material properties.

Uses
Manholes and Chambers are used in underground piping system both for gravity or pressure applications al-

lowing for the inspection and operation of pipelines and fittings. It allows easy access to storm and sanitary 

service lines for visual inspection or maintenance:

• Cleaning and Flushing of drains or sewers;

• Ventilation of drains or sewers;

• Maintenance of water meters and fittings;

• Housing of pumping stations

BENEFITS & FEATURES
Lightweight

Easy Installation

Non‐corrosive

Reliable Product

no need for heavy‐duty machineries during installation.

no heavy footings, minor grouting necessary, easy inspection, smaller excavation, savings 

in installation time.

durable, safe, maintenance‐free, internal and external‐corrosion‐free.

dependable, dimensionally stable, uniform design.

-

-

-

-

GRP MANHOLE TECHNICAL DATA
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MMP would like to stress the fact that this instructions 

does not, in any means, attempt to usurp common 

sense, skillful engineering judgment, safety stipula-

tions or local regulations, nor the specifications and in-

structions of the proprietor’s engineer, who is the final 

authority in all jobs.

Handling
GRP manhole  are made of Polyester Resin + Silica

Sand and reinforced with glass fiber. Just like the

GRP pipes, it must be handled properly.

Do not drop or impact the manhole. During unloading 

from the trailer, do not drop it to the ground. Use a fork-

lift or a crane with a sling. And, for vertical positioning, 

use a 100mmx100mm square x 850mm long timber in-

serted through the manhole access shown in figure 1.

ALMUNIF PIPES GRP MANHOLES INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Figure 1

GRP MANHOLES INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
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Site Preparation
Almunif Pipes GRP manholes requires a bottom con-

crete foundation DN+600 square or round (figure2). 

Trench at the manhole location should be wide enough 

for

worker to work around the manhole and to accommo-

date the concrete slab. All pipes connected to the man-

hole shall be provided with a flexible joint, that is, with

the use of a rocker pipe and a coupler.

Flow line Cut-outs
Before the manhole is set in place over pipe on the 

trench, it is necessary to make pipe cut outs on the 

manhole cylinder (shell), please refer to figure 3.

The location of the cut outs are properly marked and 

actual cutting can best be accomplished using an angle

power tools with diamond tip cutting disc.

Pour ready-mix Concrete
With the trench bed ready, position the manhole so that 

it can be quickly and easily set in place with a backhoe 

or any lifting device.

Pour ready mix concrete to form the slab 300mm thick 

x DN+600 square or round. Slowly lower down manhole 

in place allowing it

to penetrate 200mm down, leaving 100mm which act as 

a bearing plate underneath the manhole cylinder edge. 

Plumb manhole and work concrete around manhole

forming a tight seal.

Figure 2

Figure 3

ALMUNIF PIPES GRP MANHOLES INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
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Backfilling
Do not backfill until concrete slab has hardened sufficiently to provide adequate support for manhole and
backfill materials. Backfilling procedure is typical for GRP pipe UNDERGROUND installations and is
highlighted here as follows:

For further informations regarding backfilling, please refer to MMP Buried Pipe Installation Instructions
Manual.

Proper selection, placement and compaction of pipe zone backfill is important for controlling thevertical 
deflection and is critical for pipe/manhole performance. Attention must be paid so that the backfill ma-
terial is not contaminated with debris or other foreign materials that could damage the pipe/manhole or 
cause loss of side support. Backfill placement and compaction under the pipe (the “haunch” area) must 
achieve the required relative compaction just as does the side fill.

The depth of the layer being compacted must be controlled as well as the energy placed into the compac-
tion method. A blunt tool may be used very effectively to push and compact the backfill under the pipe, 
without raising the pipe up. Backfilling around the manhole area should be done in such a way that the 
compacted effort is uniformly distributed around the manhole.

Proper backfilling should be done in 75 mm to 300 mm lifts depending on backfill material and compaction 
method. When gravel or crushed stone is used as backfill material, 300 mm lifts will be adequate since 
gravel is relatively easy to compact. Finer grained soils need more compactive effort and the lift height 
should be limited. Note that it is important to achieve proper compaction of each lift to ensure that the 
pipe/manhole will have adequate support.

1.

2.

3.

7ALMUNIF PIPES |
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MAKING MANHOLE CUT-OUT FOR INLET &
OUTLET PIPE

A small length of the pipe say, 300mm can be used as pattern for all similar‐pipe size (fig. 1);

Firmly hold in position on the exact pipe location and mark ligibly the outside circumference of the pipe to be 
used, on the manhole shell using the pentel pen marker (fig. 2);

Make sure the line marking is very clear by passing the marker twice. Remove the pipe cut‐out pattern and 
inspect the line marking (fig. 3) ;

Using the angle grinder power tool, align the cutting disc on the inner side of the line marking and apply 
slight pressure on the power tool so that the cutting disc penetrate about 25% into the manhole shell wall 
thickness (fig. 4);

Keep the penetration depth of the cutting disc at this level while moving the cutter about 75mm to 100mm 
along the marking towards the operator. It is important to note at this point, that the cutting disc rotation 
must be away from the operator. The dust is blown away from the operator. If the dust is being blown to-
wards the operator, this means the rotation of the cutting disc is incorrect. To correct, rotate the power tool 
such that the cutting disc is facing the other side. It is not only for convenience, but more on safety aspect of 
this method.

The purpose of not immediately allowing the cutting disc to penetrate through the shell wall thickness, is in 
order to easily follow the curvature of the line marking. Once an initial 100mm or so, length of shallow cut is 
made, lift the cutting disc and construct a parallel cut but this time, tilting the cutting disc a little bit, forming 
a “v cut” and in the process chipping off the “V” portion of the cut. At this point, re position back the disc on 
the first shallow cut and apply more pressure on the cutting disc to penetrate through the manhole shell 
wall thickness. At this juncture, the cutting disc can easily negotiate the curvature of the line marking guide. 
Continue as much curvature the cutting disc may allow and repeat this procedure until the full circle is com-
pletely cut (fig. 3 to 5).

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

MAKING MANHOLE CUT-OUT FOR INLET & OUTLET PIPE

Fig. 1 Fig. 2

Fig. 3
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 While continuing along the line marking, be mindful that the cutting disc is on the interior side of the line. 
This will give room for finishing and refining the cut‐out later (fig. 5)

Momentarily  insert the pipe to check if it fits well,it not continue grinding until the pipe and manhole gets a 
good fit.

Refine the cut out by grinding the edge,incase the 15 allowance exceeded no problem at all,in certain situa-
tion it is necessary to make the cut out a bit loose to absorbed the offset demand of the installation situation.

If you find it difficult to make the contour at the edge of your pipe cut‐out pattern, we can assist you by mak-
ing the carton template. Give us the size of the manhole, and the size of the inlet or outlet pipe.
For safety in this whole procedure, make sure that the cutting disc rotation is correct relative to the operator

For a skilled person, this whole procedure will be completed in less than 10 minutes.

Important Notes:

7.

9.

8.

1.

2.

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 6
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GRP MANHOLE METHOD STATEMENT

All GRP Manholes shell shall be manufactured by filament winding process. The internal and external surfaces 

of the GRP manholes shall be clean and free from defects such as blisters, voids, cracks, protruding fibers, 

marks, or foreign matter, etc., that might impair the functional properties of the product. Its internal surface 

shall be smooth. It shall be entirely free from delamination defects. The tolerances for wall thickness, diameter, 

and out of roundness of the manhole shell shall be kept to limits within which there are no adverse effects on 

the joints and the performance of the product in service.

The hemispherical manhole top is manufactured by open moulding process where glass reinforcements in the 

form of chopped strand mat and woven roving mat are overlaid alternately and impregnated with the resin

system until the desired thickness is reached according to specification.

The manhole top is connected to the shell by butt joint lamination method. The lamination process begins at 

the external side of the manhole. An alternating layers of chopped strand mat [CSM] and woven roving [WR] are

overlaid and impregnated with the resin system using a laminating roller at a specified thickness for external

overlays. The laminate is finished with c veil reinforced topcoat. The same procedure is repeated for the internal 

joint.

Solid Internal Ladder:

Proprietary MMP solid GRP Ladders is produced with continuous - filament glass roving reinforcements                     

impregnated with resin.

Finally, the GRP ladder is fixed into the manhole interior at its designated location by lamination process using 

a GRP bracket connecting the ladder and the manhole shell wall.

GRP MANHOLE METHOD STATEMENT

10 | www.ALMUNIF PIPES.com
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GRP STRUCTURAL MANHOLE WITH GRP LADDER
SPECIFICATIONS

Table 1

GRP Manholes purpose in the underground piping providing access for inspection and operation of the 
system. Its primary uses: inspection and maintenance of drains or sewers, ventilation of drains or sewers, line 
clean-out access, effluent sampling stations, and monitoring pits.

LIST OF STANDARDS FOR GRP MANHOLES

ASTM D2412
Standard test Method for Determination of External Loading Characteristic of Plastic Pipes by Parallel-Plate 
Loading.

ASTM D695
Standard Test Method for Compressive Properties of Rigid Plastics.

ASTM D3753
Standard specification for Glass Fiber Reinforced Polyester Manholes and Wet wells.

ASTM D2471
Standard test method for Gel time and peak exothermic temp. of reacting thermosetting resin.

TYPE SELECTION
The Structural Manhole Type is selected based on shell height.
The required height of shell is measured from the cone shoulder to the bottom.

The types as follows:

TYPE (A) H = 1000 - 1900mm
TYPE (B) H = 2000 - 3600mm
TYPE (C) H = 3700 - 7600mm

PIPE STIFNESS
According to ASTM D3753, it shall have the following Pipe Stiffness (PS):

TYPE (A) 4.96 KPa
TYPE (B) 8.69 KPa
TYPE (C) 13.86 KPa

GRP STRUCTURAL MANHOLE WITH GRP LADDER SPECIFICATIONS

PROPERTIES “ECR” GLASS
Specific gravity 2.6

Tensile Strength, MPa 3500

Tensile E-modulus, GPa 72.5

Ultimate Strain, % 4.8
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GRP STRUCTURAL MANHOLE WITH GRP LADDER SPECIFICATIONS

LAMINATE COMPOSITION (% WEIGHT)

A. SHELL WALL LAYERS

MATERIALS
MMP’s GRP Structural Manholes are manufactured using high-quality raw materials specially selected to suit 

the specific quality demand of the product. the materials used in Structural Manholes are chemical-resistant 

to continuents that are normally present in sewage effluents.

 

RESINS
The resins used in the manufacture of MMP’s Structural Manholes are thermosetting resins that are qualified 

to ASTM C581 standard.

REINFORCING FIBERS
Fiberglass reinforcements used are of the “ECR” glass type compatible with the resin system being used. It 

conforms to the following standards.

B. HEMISPHERICAL TOP LAYERS

WALL LAYERS % RESIN % CHOP % HOOP % SAND % C-VEIL
Exterior 90.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00

Structure 28.20 9.50 2.30 60.0 0.00

Liner 65.00 35.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Interior 90.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00

TOP WALL
LAYERS % RESIN % CHOP 

STRAND MAT
% WOVEN

ROVING MAT % SAND % C-VEIL

Exterior 90.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00

Structure 28.20 9.50 2.30 60.0 0.00

Liner 65.00 20.00 15.00 0.00 0.00

Interior 90.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
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BS 3496E
Glass fiber chopped strand mat for the reinforcements of polyester resin systems.

BS 3396
Woven glass fiber fabrics for plastics reinforcements

BS 3749
Woven roving fabrics of glass fiber for the reinforcements of polyester resin systems.

The following is a summary of the physical properties of GRP Laminates which are used in determining the 

performance of GRP in various system applications.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
• Specific gravity, kg/dm3  1.3 - 1.7

• Impact strength, kKoules / m2  8

• Machinability    Good

• Barcol hardness   25 - 45

• Rockwell “M” scale D785 - 51  90 - 105

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
The main mechanical properties (strand properties) of the roving are shown in the following table:

Property “ECR” glass

Specific gravity 2.6

tensile Strength, MPa 3500

Tensile E-modulus, GPa 72.5

Ultimate strain, % 4.8

Table 2
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GRP STRUCTURAL MANHOLE WITH GRP LADDER SPECIFICATIONS

THERMAL PROPPERTIES
Thermal conductivity, kcal m/m2 h °C   0.2
Linear Coeffecient of thermal expansion m/m °C 21x10-6

Heat distortion Temperature °C   75

QUALITY CONTROL
MMP is an ISO-9001 certified. In-house routine tests on all of its GRP products are maintained and strictly 
adhered to at all times.

TESTING - Type of test
The result of type of tests appropriate to the structural manholes and its components shall be used to deter-
mine its structural integrity. the following types tests shall be conducted at a ambient temperatures:

TYPE OF TEST TEST METHOD

Stiffness Test

This test is intended to verify the structural integri-
ty of the manhole shell during the production run. A 
sample ring of 300mm length is taken from the pro-
duction lot and a parallel plate load is applied com-
pressing the specimen and allowing it to deflect up to 
3% from its original inside diameter. the load is taken 
and a STIS result value is displayed on the STIS tester 
machine.

Barcol Hardness check

This is a quick qualitative test for laminated cure. at 
least 5 points inside abd outside the manholes and its 
components. the average read-out shall be above 30 
on the barcol impressot dial.

Thickness Check

Thickness verification shall be done on manhole 
shell, and top cut-outs. Average of 5 test points shall 
be taken using a caliper and the test results is com-
pared in table 1.

Consolidated Liquid Resin Test
Resin to be used for the manufacture shall be tested 
for: Acid Value, Viscosity, Geltime, Solid Contents, and 
Barcol Hardness of cured Resin.

Loss of Ignition Test
Laminate specimen taken from manhole shell, and 
top cut-outs shall be tested to verify glass-to-resin 
ration to ASTM 2584.

Axial Tensile Strength Test

A specimen ring of 15mm width is taken from the 
manhole shell and loaded into the split-disc machine. 
the resulting test value is compared against value in 
AWWA C950, table 10.

Flexural stength Test

A sample fro the manhole hemispherical top is taken 
and the specimen is cut into rectangular shape and 
loaded into a flexure test machine using the 3-point 
loading system. The resulting value is reported ac-
cording to ASTM D790.

Table 3
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TECHNICAL DRAWING
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UPLIFT FORCE CALCULATIOSN

UPLIFT FORCE CALCULATIONS

Uplift Force:

Area   = π (Dia.)2/4 = π*(1.2m)2/4

   =1.14 m2

Length of Manhole is 6m

 Volume  = Area * Length

Volume of manhole = 1.14 * 6 = 6.83 m3

Density of water = 1000 Kg/m3

Uplift Force  = density water * Volume manhole

   = 1000 Kg/m3 * 6.83m3

Downward Forces:

 - W1 = Weight of soil backfill over

  burden = 1,168 Kg

‐  - W2 = Weight of Manhole ( assumed

  6 meter) = 883 Kg

‐  - W3 = Weight of in situ plain concrete = 5,184 Kg

‐  - W4 = Weight of GRP ladder (6 meters ) = 31 Kg

 - W5 = Weight of Concrete Base = 2,333 Kg

Total Weight = W1+W2+W3+W4+W5

  = 1168 + 883 + 5184 + 31 + 2333

Downward Forces ‐ Uplift Force

Hence,

SAFE ###

= 6,830 Kg

= 6,830 Kg
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GRP STRUCTURAL MANHOLES AASHTO HS20-44 DIRECT
LOAD ANALYSIS

GRP STRUCTURAL MANHOLES
AASHTO HS20-44 DIRECT LOAD ANALYSIS

The Load of a 40,000 lbs. truck is divided by its forward and backward wheels. The front is 8,000 lbs. and the 
back is 32,000 lbs.

This same load is also distributed between the right and left sides of the truck. So for the frond wheels, the 

8,000 lbs. will be divided equally therefore resulting in 4,000 lbs. direct load on each. For the back wheels, the

same idea is implemented resulting in 16,000 lbs. direct load for each wheel.
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Use the following metric relation factor between Lbs. and Tons:

After changing the units from lbs. to tons, the front wheels have a direct load of a 1.812 tons each and the back 
wheels have a direct load of a 7.248 tons each.

According to the international standard ASTM D3753, the GRP Structural Manhole should be undergo the             

deflection test in which is mentioned that the manhole will be submitted to a direct load ( vertically downward) 

of a maximum capacity of 24,000 lbs. or 106 KN.

GRP STRUCTURAL MANHOLE DIRECT TESTING
ASTM D3753 STANDARD

1 lbs - 0.000453592 ton

The conversion factor is 0.000453592

The formula: 0.000453592 x quantities of Pounds
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GRP STRUCTURAL MANHOLES AASHTO HS20-44 DIRECT
LOAD ANALYSIS
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As well seen, there is a big safety factor used by the standard in order to achieve the needed 

specifications.
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AUTODESK SIMULATION MECHANICAL

SIMULATION OF DN1200 GRP MANHOLE 2M DEPTH

CREATED BY

Department:  Almunif Pipes Technical
Created Date:  14/03/2018

REVIEWED BY

Department:  Almunif Pipes Technical
Model Created Date: 14/03/2018
Reviewer Comments: GRP compressive strength is at 60 MPa, this gives a considerable factor      
   of safety. Manhole is safe.

AUTODESK SIMULATION MECHANICAL
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A GRP Manhole with a diameter of 1200mm and a thickness of 10mm at the conical part and 10mm at the 
cylinder is simulated to carry a concentrated axle load of 14.51 metric ton.It is buried up to 2.00m from the 
ground surface and subject to a soil pressure at the side wall.The density of soil is 1.80 ton/m3.

Result:
Max. Displacement = 0.43mm
Max. Stress = 7.47N/mm2

Conclusion:
The structure is SAFE.

SUMMARY

MODEL INFORMATION

Analysis Type - Static Stress with Linear Material Models
Units - Custom - (N, mm, s, °C, K, V, ohm, A, J)
Model location - H:\MMP\Analysis of GRP manhole\DN1200.fem
Design scenario description - Simulation of GRP Manhole

Element Properties used for:
• Concrete base
• GRP conical 10mm thick
• GRP cylinder 10mm thick
• concrete blocks

PART INFORMATION

ELEMENT INFORMATION

Part ID Part Name Element Type Material Name
1 Concrete base Brick concrete

2 GRP conical 10mm thick Brick
grp_glass reinforce 
polyester

3 GRP cylinder 10mm thick Brick
grp_glass reinforce 
polyester

4 concrete blocks Brick concrete

Element Type Brick

Compatibility Not Enforced

Integration Order 2nd Order

Stress Free Reference Temperature
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MATERIAL INFORMATION

concrete - Brick

GRP glass reinforce polyester -Brick

Material Model Standard

Material Source Not Applicable

Material Source File

Date Last Updated 2014/02/10-11:37:02

Material Description Customer defined material properties

Mass Density 2.40731172e-009 N·s²/mm/mm³

Modulus of Elasticity 23250 N/mm²

Poisson’s Ratio 0.167

Thermal Coefficient of Expansion 1e-005 1/°C

Yield Strength 2.4132 N/mm²

Ultimate Strength 2.4132 N/mm²

Material Model Standard

Material Source Not Applicable

Material Source File

Date Last Updated 2014/02/10-11:37:02

Material Description Customer defined material properties

Mass Density 1.499e-009 N·s²/mm/mm³

Modulus of Elasticity 20000 N/mm²

Poisson’s Ratio 0.36

Thermal Coefficient of Expansion 5.6e-005 1/°C

Yield Strength 57.2 N/mm²

Ultimate Strength 120 N/mm²

AUTODESK SIMULATION MECHANICAL
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LOADS

CONSTRAINTS

FEA Object Group 2: Soil Pressure

Surface Hydrostatic Pressure

FEA Object Group 3: Surface Forces

Surface Hydrostatic Pressure

FEA Object Group 1: Surface General Constraints

Surface Hydrostatic Pressure

ID Descrip-
tion

Part
Number

Surface
Number

Point
on

Fluid
Surface

X
(mm)

Point
on

Fluid
Surface

Y
(mm)

Point
on

Fluid
Surface
Z (mm)

Fluid
Depth

Direction
X

Fluid
Depth

Direction
Y

Fluid
Depth

Direction
Z

Fluid
Density

(N/mm³)

Pressure
Type Side

1
Soil 

Pressure
3 3 0 2000 0 0 1 0

1.7658e-
005

Normal
to

surface
Bottom

2
Soil 

Pressure
2 3 0 2000 0 0 1 0

1.7658e-
005

Normal
to

surface
Bottom

ID Description Part
Number

Surface
Number

Magnitude 
(N) Vx Vy Vz

1 Axle Load 4 3 142295 0 0 0

ID Description Part Num-
ber

Surface
Number Tx Ty Tz Rx Ry Rz

1
Base Bottom 

surface
1 7 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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MATERIAL INFORMATION

Displacement

Stress

AUTODESK SIMULATION MECHANICAL



QC INSPECTIONS AND
TEST CERTIFICATES
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GRP MANHOLE TEST
MMP GRP MANHOLE SUBMITTAL

• Stiffness Tests

• Consolidated liquid tests

• Thickness Tests
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MANHOLE STIFFNES TESTS
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MANHOLE STIFFNESS TEST
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MANHOLE STIFFNESS TESTS
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CONSOLIDATED LIQUID TESTS
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CONSOLIDATED LIQUID TESTS
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CONSOLIDATED LIQUID TESTS
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CONSOLIDATED LIQUID TESTS



VISUAL INSPECTIONS
(THICKNESS, BARCOL HARDNES)
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VISUAL TESTS (THICKNESS, BARCOL HARDNES)
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VISUAL TESTS (THICKNESS, BARCOL HARDNES)
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